Continuing Education Programs

Annual Meeting
San Francisco, California
October 10–15, 1992

Spring Sessions
New York, New York
April 11–16, 1992
Chicago, Illinois
March 20–25, 1993

Continuing Medical Education Courses

Current Concepts in Pediatrics
Vail, Colorado
January 9–12, 1992

Pediatric Advances
Hilton Head, South Carolina
May 29–31, 1992

5th Annual Pediatrics in Progress
San Francisco, California
February 21–23, 1992

Clinical Pediatrics
Washington, DC
June 19–21, 1992

Pediatrics 1992
Orlando, Florida
March 13–15, 1992

Pediatrics for the Practitioner
Seattle, Washington
September 4–6, 1992

Clinical Advances in Pediatrics
Santa Fe, New Mexico
May 8–10, 1992

Advances in Pediatrics
Newport, Rhode Island
October 2–4, 1992

Pediatric Update II
Williamsburg, Virginia
December 10–12, 1992

To those enrolled in PREP (Pediatrics Review and Education Program), these programs feature subject matter coordinated with the PREP curriculum. Credits earned in these courses may be applied toward the PREP award available to Fellows and Candidate Fellows of the Academy.

For further information contact:
CME Registration
American Academy of Pediatrics
PO Box 927
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009-0927
800/433-9016, extension 7657
Outside the US and Canada: 708/228-5005, extension 7657